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Judicial action
considered in
alleged hazing
BY

BATC HO

spartan Daily Stall Wrikr

JANE LEIGHTON SPARTAN PAIL

An alleged hazing incident
by members of SJSU’s Delta
Sigma Pi coed business fraternity is being considered for
university judicial action, said
Jason Pierce, president of the
fraternity.
According to Roofi Bhure,
an SJSU student who was
pledging for the fraternity at
the time, the alleged hazing
involved three female pledges
of Delta Sigma Pi who were
"kidnappec and handcuffed
and pushed into a pool" by five
or six members of the fraternity on Nov. 14.
Pierce said, "Yes, there was
an alleged hazing incident:’ but
he couldn’t comment on
details.
No report was filed with the
University Police Department.
Hazing is illegal in California under the Califilnia Education Code article 8, accord-

ing to Carolyn Soth, coordinator of Greek life at SJSU. The
law states that no one in an
organization shall be involved
in hazing that may cause "bodily danger, physical harm, or
personal degradation or disgrace" resulting in harm, she
said.
"Every student organization
has to sign an agreement saying it is not going to permit
hazing’ Soth said.
Pierce said Delta Sigma Pi
had an internal trial for the
names
whose
members
were not disclosed on Dec.
5, but would not divulge the
results.
Bhure named the people
involved in the alleged incident, but Pierce and university
officials refused to corroborate
the names.
The matter is now under the
jurisdiction of Penny Terry,
SJSU chief judicial officer, who
See HAZING, Page 3

Student volunteer Emel Stroup, left, jokes with new-found friend Ngoc Nguyen on the last day of class.

Class teaches caring through action
BY LES MAULER
Spartan Daily Stall Wnt,r

When she was 18 years old,
Kathy Arvidson found herself
raising a newborn son without
the support of a husband or
partner.
Cast into an unknown world
of being a single mother without
financial or emotional support
from the father of the boy.
Arvidson struggled to raise her
son.
Now, 12 years later, the darkhaired woman has decided to put
sonic of her experience to work
by telling other young single

mothers about support programs available to them.
As one of more than 100 students enrolled in Community
Concepts 157, Arvidson volunteered to work with the single
mothers in Job Corps.
Since she understood what
single mothers go through,
Arvidson said, "I thought 1
could help them (the single
mothers) and give them a lot of
hope!’
Under Community Concepts
157, students volunteer to work
with a particular agency or corn-

Ornaments supply
help to needy kids

munity group as mentors,
teacher assistants or aides in
some other capacity.
"It’s an attempt to merge academics with the real world," said
Lewis Aptekar, associate dean of
the College of Education and one
of the advisers in the class.
"The students come to class
and learn about the value of
community service," Aptekar
said.
But the learning is not done in
the traditional classroom setting,
with textbooks, tests and lectures.

I ush. ad, most ot the learning
comes from the experience students gain through working with
the various groups or agencies
and then comparing their experiences with published reports
from professionals and others in
the field of social works, Aptekar
said.
For Arvidson, the experience
has taught her two things: there
needs to be more flexibility in
teaching, and cultural awareness
needs to be taken into account

See CONCEPTS, Pages

UPD: stabbing suspect
hunt still in progress
BY STEVEN CHAE
Spartan Daily Stall Write,

The
University
Police
Department is still investigating last month’s early-morning
stabbing of a student, although
no arrests have been made.
UPD Lt. Bruce Lowe said a
"possible suspect" in the incident that occurred after a
fund-raising dance had been
questioned by UPD then
released
without
being
charged. Lowe declined to
comment on whether the possible suspect had been cleared
in the incident or was still
under invest igat ion.
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Three-year-old Jessica would
like a warm blanket for Christmas.
Jacqueline, 10, needs a sweat outfit,
and Frances, who is 81 years old,
would like a bow or simple ribbon
for her hair.
These are some of the names of
people who appear on the Family
Giving Trees that can be found
throughout the university.
The names come from various
agencies throughout the Bay Area
that screen each participant for
want and need.
The names are then put on a
card with the agency involved and
placed on a tree.
The Family Giving Tree started
three years ago as a class project for
Jennifer Collebine’s Master of Business A Iministration degree. Since
then, tr.: tree has expanded and
has now become a full-time job for
Collebine, according to Jackie Elardo, secretary for the department of
marketing and quantitative studies.
Besides Jacqueline, Frances and
Jessica, there is also Jeff, 10, who
would like to have a train set
underneath his Christmas tree this
year, Elardo said.

In the beginning, the Family
Giving Tree sponsored only 4,000
names.
Today, said Michael Kennedy,
volunteer coordinator for the Family Giving Tree, there are 25,000 to
40,000 families listed on the trees.
Elardo said campus community
members can help by picking a
name from the tree, then wrapping
up a new present and placing the
name back on the present underneath the trees around campus.
Some of the more than 40 agent
cies involved in the program are
the American -Indian Center,
Bread of Life, Urban Ministry and
Ecumenical Hunger Program,
Elardo said.
Besides the non-profit organizations, Wells Fargo Bank is also
hosting Family Giving Trees in 81
of their Bay Area branches and one
in Sacramento, Kennedy said.
The bank is also providing the
warehouse where all the presents
will be stored before distribution,
Kennedy said.
When the program first started
at SJSU, there were only 50 cards to
be placed under the trees. Now,
Elardo said, there are 250 cards.Of

See STABBING, Page 8

San Carlos Street a step closer to final closure
00/Council hears appeals,
ratifies task-freefindings
BY NICOLE SIR1

Its I

Bobbie Alexander was
stabbed in the arm and chest at
about 2:30 a.m., after the Nov.
22 "Rumpshaker" benefit had
ended, according to Lowe.
Alexander was treated at San
Jose Hospital and released later
that morning.
"She didn’t even know she
was stabbed:’ Lowe said. "She
thought she was only punched.
The stabbing was apparently
the result of an argument that
escalated!’
Witnesses reported that
arguments and fights flared

spartan Daily Staff Writer
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SJSU President J. Handel Evans speaks to the City Council
Tuesday about the proposed closure of San Carlos Street.

The San Jose City Council
voted unanimously Tbesday to
continue an environmental
impact report on the closure of
San Carlos Street between 4th
and 10th Streets, moving SJSU
one step closer to a unified
campus.
The University Environs
Task Force, created by the
council, is composed of business, community and campus
leaders who will now make a
more detailed report on the
closure for a final council vote
in June.
Councilman David Pandori, who represents the
downtown area and has led the
task force for two years, said
the task force is the most difficult appointment he has had
on the council, though the
group is at a high point in the
closure process.
"After two years of working
on this task force, we are solving a problem," Pandori said.
"If you had asked me about a
month ago, I would have said it
was going to blow up, but now

we are at a positive point!’
Most of the discussion
focused on exactly how San
Carlos Street should be closed
and concerns with parking and
traffic. Many downtown residents requested that existing
parking problems be solved
before the closure makes even
less parking available.
Pandori and Mayor Susan
Hammer both acknowledged
the problem and said a solution must be found.
"We recognize the parking
problem and we need to work
together on that:’ Hammer
said.
’’With more than 3,000 students parking on the streets
around campus, we will continue to study the problem
before the final vote Pandori
said.
Janet Redding, the director
of university advancement,
said 2,500 parking spaces must
be identified before San Carlos
Street is closed.
"The task force is working
on different solutions to the
problem, such as finding ways
to make south -campus parking more attractive for students:’ Redding said.
See SAN CARLOS, Page 10

See GIVING, Page 10
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EDITORIAL

Toys for tots should not be
drug tools for adults
generation has "violent"
Every
toys parents would rather their
children not play with, like GI
Joe dolls, guns and some of
today’s action figures. But these are
tame compared to what children are
playing with today.
Last week, the media reported elementary-age school children are playing "shoot ’em up" with pencils that
look like real medical syringes. Children are not playing "doctor" with the
fluid -filled toys, but are imitating trying to get a "fix:’
Some may dismiss these toys as
fads. But the message these syringes
send is completely against what educators, parents and society have supported for years: "Say no to drugs!’
Children are learning first-hand
about the drug culture; allowing children to purchase and play with toy
syringes sends a mixed message to
everyone.
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Matt Smith

Writer’s Forum
Santa smoking mistletoe in his pipe. It
took us a good three hours of pouring
coffee down his throat and feeding
him fruit cake to get him sober
enough drive his sleigh. We still have a
piece of his beard hanging on the tree
as a souvenir.
I have been blessed with a good
family that never had any serious
problems like divorce or abuse. When
all the weirdos on TV and in the
papers appear to be the norm, it’s
good to be able turn to your family at
home. The trip south on Highway 101
or 17 seems to always put me in a
good mood.
Last weekend a friend of mine got
engaged, just a week after another
friend broke off his engagement. It
made me think about how serious the
foundations of a marriage are. Now
other friends are starting to ask me
when lam getting married.
I’ll keep everyone guessing for now,
but when I do, I plan to have the foundations solid. I hope to do as good of
a job as my parents.

Matt SMIth is

a Daily staff writer.
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We believe these toys should be
banned, thereby sending a message
back to the manufacturers that we
cannot and will not accept them targeting our children with these products.
The San Jose Flea Market that sold
the"toys" asked its merchants to stop
selling the pencil syringes.
San Jose Mayor Susan Hammer
asked the city attorney to draft a letter
proposing the ban of these items in
San Jose. Several local schools have
issued bans against the syringes on
school grounds.
Today, children are learning at
younger ages the harsh realities many
will face later in life.
By enforcing the ban on playthings
such as toy syringes, toy cigarettes,
guns and other "violent" toys, we will
preserve their innocence and save our
future.

To parents behind the scene
Ihave to hand it to parents. Of
all the people in the world, they
have more responsibility in
raising children and teaching
right from wrong than anybody else.
When parents do it right, they receive
little recognition, and when a child
turns out bad, they take all the blame.
There’s a family Bible on our coffee
table in the living room. It was dedicated to her by the pastor of the
I lopewell Chapel on Mother’s Day
and given by members of the church.
Other than this gift and a few lame
presents during the holidays, tributes
arn’t regularly paid to her or my dad
as lasting monuments to their lasting
sacrifice for their four kids.
My dad is also trying to raise us so
we are fit for society and can take care
of ourselves. Whether or not any of us
are fit for anything other than to be
tied I can’t say. My parents have
instilled enough confidence in us so
that we will be a credit to them.
Maybe not of the caliber of Einstein or Moses, but still a credit.
Parents are the one’s who make the
lunches and provide the homes. This
time of year they are the ones who
keep the family together, cook meals,
and spring for presents.
We wouldn’t have any memories of
Christmas if it were not for them
doing all the work and pulling all the
strings, and in my home at least, I
think that the reason it always seems
so good is because of the security I felt
when I was younger and still feel now
in my parents.
Now before you get Amy Grant’s
latest Target commercial running
through your head, or just stop reading because you are nauseous, let me
tell you about the time we caught

Forum & Opinion
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Helpful college hints after 20 years ofexperience
haphazard was born or did something
career in college with the Holy Roman Empire
is about to end. in A.D. 800. Won’t these people
twenty eating your Brie and sipping
After
years, three states and four col- your wine be impressed when
leges, I managed to collect all you mention that Achilles was
the required courses for a B.S. the original Terminator hauntan appropriate degree for a ed by prophecies of death?
Your reputation for trivia
journalist, don’t you think?
Yes, it’s all over one cold could land you on "Jeopardy"
A liberal education also has
morning in December when I
finish that last exam and begin its practical side. If you survived math, you know a right
a new life without homework.
I started back in Illinois tak- angle from a left one and can
ing Rhetoric 101. English was a calculate a garden plot or the
little more formal in those best way down Squaw Valley’s
days. Now that I am nearly fin- KT-22. When you make that
for
pilgrimage
ished, I feel I should pass along midnight
my wisdom to those tired stu- doughnut, you can liven up the
dents who wander in and of night clerk’s lonely job with a
the college curriculum trying story problem about the
to collect a few units here and woman who had four doughnut at 2 a.m. and a half of a
there.
The degree comes jammed donut at 2:14 a.m., so what
with all sorts of general educa- time would it be when she gets
up to let the cat out if she contion requirements. Students
tinues to eat only chocolate
especially older students try
to perform all kinds of magic doughnut on Thesdays?
Should you want to pay off
chants and hocus pocus to
waive a few of these 48 units, your VISA card or refinance
especially in these days of ris- your house, you can leave the
ing costs, fast-paced lifestyles banker spellbound with the
Law of Diminishing Returns,
and rare job opportunities.
roughly translated
But don’t storm out of your which
critical thinking class just yet. means after you reach your
A liberal education is still a peak, it’s all down hill. Only a
good idea if you’re 40 some- real student of economics comthing or 20 plus. All those Eng- prehends the exact nature of
lish, history, social science, this law. When you have a libmath and lab classes will pre- eral education, you just dabble.
Don’t forget, those of us
pare you for the best of times,
with a general background will
or is it the worst of times?
At your next barbecue, you not be stuck if technology fails
can suddenly announce that us. When the Mac’s spell
Charlemagne either died or checker is stuck in the "A’s.:’ you

can be confident that there are
three "L’s" in parallel and one
"S" in occasionally.
Plus, remember all those inclass midterms where you used
the shot-gun method, spraying
information everywhere; that
method helps every time you
apply for a job. Where would
you be without a liberal education?
Sometimes a general education can also extend to those
things you pick up just because
you’re passing through, and

I have learned the
location ofevery
bathroom at SJSU
and the ones that
close at noonfor
cleaning.
these small bits of wisdom help
you to understand life’s complexities.
For example, there is an 89
percent chance that your first
class of the day will be canceled
at some time during the semester, but the last class of the day
will never get canceled. Volunteering to be chair of a presentation that involves charts
requires knowing which way is
up. Cafe latte is just stirred cappuccino. Good looking men

Dorothy Klavins

Fountain Pens and
Frying Pans
can be found napping on the
benches in the Union, but they
all snore.
The trick is to put whatever
information comes your way to
good use. I have learned the
location of every bathroom at
SJSU and the ones that close at
noon for cleaning.
My Aunt Edna is thinking of
including me in her will,
because I can write a 12-page
footnoted, bibliographed term
paper while cooking Thanksgiving dinner.
I have prepared myself for
every situation, except a career.
I may have to go on to trade
school to do that. Don’t grow
impatient and decide the
degree is not worth the time.
Where else can you gain all
this wisdom and also stay
young?

Dorothy Klavms is a Daily staff
columnist. Ikr column appears every
other Thursday

Marge Schott should strike out of the game
"I’d rather have a trained
eyvi ajor League Base- hider
So you have nothing to monkey working for me than a
ball is currently
nigger!’ Ouch! Sounds like a
considering a setracist to me. Yap, definitely a
with
tlement
racist.
Cincinnati Reds owner Marge
Now you have two strikes
Schott who is accused of makagainst you and you’re probaing racist and anti-Semitic
bly thinking how in the world
remarks.
did you get yourself in this
If granted, the settlement
predicament.
could mean a suspension of
But Schott, you’re in the batone to three years and a fine of
ter’s box now and you must
up to $250,000 for Schott. The
reap what you sow.
agreement would also allow
And from this batter’s box,
Schott to keep control of the
there is no escaping. When you
sounds like a slap on
Reds
choose to degrade another race
the wrist to me.
and figure it’s OK because no
But the real settlement
one is really going to find out
hide?
should be no settlement.
O000h... Strike two. This about your "good old day’s"
Well, to make things fair,
let’s put a bat in Schott’s hand one blazes by you as fast as you remarks, there is a price to be
and see what she does with it... would have liked the game of paid.
Go ahead Schott, dig in into
baseball to forget those
Batter Up.
remarks you made five years the dirt. And if I were you, I’d
OK Schott., your up.
back up from the plate because
Oops... strike one. This one ago.
Remember? These are the this one may be coming high
is for making your racist
remarks and then after they words in which Sharon Jones, and tight.
But it’s right down the midsomething who is black and at the time
became public
you never thought would occur was an executive assistant with dle no doubt, it’s a perfect
you did the cowardly thing the A’s, has brought to the strike. You know, just like your
remarks were a definite strike
and uttered, "I have nothing to attention of the public.

Oops...strike one.
This onefor makingyour racist
remarks... and
uttering; "I have
nothing to hide."

Doi 7 McGee

Writer’s Forum
against baseball.
It seems that the only proper
remedy for you Schott is very
simple permanent suspension of your ownership of the
Reds.
Well, that’s strike three and
that means you’re out Schott.
It’s just too bad that the game
of baseball will most likely not
come to the same conclusion.

Don McGee is a Daily staff writer.
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Hazing: University may take action

Dancing their way to finals

From page 1
refused to comment on any
aspect of the situation.
Pierce also declined to talk
about the alleged incident.
"She (Terry) has instructed me
not to disclose anything until the
university takes its action:’ Pierce
said.
"They (the judicial department members) are taking care of
it right now, and, after they
address it whatever comes of it
that’s when
we can actually
disclose the information!’
In addition, Pierce hoped the
situation would be resolved
"within the next two weeks!’
The day after the alleged incident, Bhure, who serves as the
Associated Students director of
communications, Spartan Village
senior resident adviser and Mas-

Deputy Tax Chief in
court on doubledipping charges
CARSON CITY (AP) A
preliminary hearing started
Wednesday for a top state Taxation Department deputy charged
with double-dipping by taking
400 hours of
state pay
private accounting work.
Craig Sweeney was charged
with felony grand theft and
obtaining money under false pretenses.
The charges involve private
work, allowed under state law,
that Sweeney did between January 1988 and October 1989 for
the Faile Thompson closet company in Reno. The work involved
the creation and maintenance of
accounting records for the firm.
However, investigators allege
that Thompson billed the company for nearly 400 hours of work
done at the same time he was collecting his state pay of about
$50,000 a year.

ter of Business Administration
vice president, said he spoke
about the matter to Delta Sigma
Pi.
He said he was voted out of the
fraternity that night, following a
chapter meeting.
He said he was "blackballed"
out of the fraternity because he
spoke out about the alleged hazing.
’No, that was not the
"I can
reason:" Pierce said about Bhure’s
being kicked out.
On Nov. 18, the Wednesday
following the incident, Shure said
he spoke about the matter before
an Associated Students board
meeting and "demanded action!’
The information was then
relayed to Jerry Brody, vice president of student affairs, who handed the matter over to Terry for

say,

investigation
Brody said Terry will talk to all
the parties and persons involved
and decide if she has enough evidence to pursue the matter.
"If she feels she doesn’t, then it
stops right there," Brody said. "If
she feels she has enough, she recommends appropriate sanctions."
Brody said the sanctions could
be directed toward individuals,
the fraternity or both.
The people involved could
then either accept the sanctions
or not, he said.
"If they accepted them, then
that would be it’ Brody said.
"If they didn’t accept them,
then we would go to a hearing.
Then we appoint a formal hearing officer, and it’s almost like a
court case, where Penny would
act sort of like a prosecutor!’

What do these men
have in common?

for nearly

r4,
Freshman Veronica Duenas and senior Chris LaPlante practice dancing for their social dance
class final in the courtyard of the Spartan Complex on Tuesday.
1.1411,
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Cancer scam includes phony diagnoses
th.4;
skin
noses, said Steve Rhoten, an investigator with the Medical Board of
California.
Stone was killed Friday, a day
after investigators searched his
’hint ington Beach office and questioned him about the allegations.
"He walked out in front of a big
rig and was killed instantly!’ said

HUNTINGTON BEACH, Calif.
(AP) A respected dermatologist, whose recent death is being
investigated as a suicide, may have
diagnosed skin cancer in hundreds
of healthy patients in order to get
higher fees, a state investigator
said.
Former employees accused Dr.
Orville Stone, 61, of using cancer-
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SpartaGuide
The San Jose State calendar

Today

GALA: Winter Social, 4:30 - 6 p.m.
SU Guadalupe Room, call 236-2002.

A.S. LEISURE SERVICES: SpartAerobics, drop-in aerobics, 12:15 5:30 p.m., Events Center Aerobics
Room, call 924-5960

JEWISH STUDENT UNION/HILChanukah Festival and
LEL:
Games, 4- 7 p.m., Campus Ministry,
10th and San Carlos, call 998-2570.

CAMPUS MINISTRY: Christmas
Caroling Party, 6 p m, Campus Ministry Center, call 298-0204.

SPARTAN PUB: Thursday Night
Bands. -Uprising," 8:30 p.m, Spartan
Pub, call 224-1855.

AND
PLANNING
CAREER
PLACEMENT: Co-op Orientation,
12:30 p.m., SU Almaden Room, call
924-6033

U.N.I.T.E.: Multicultural Committee meetings, 3 4 p.m., A.S. Council
Chamb,r, 01,21-6240.

CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Advent Mass, 12:10 p.m.,
Campus Christian Center Chapel,
call 298-0204.
spartat ;tilde n availatth. to
b:1cm S pni, two days hr T.

Friday 11
GOLDEN KEY: End of semester
dinner, 7 p.m., DiCiccio’s, El Camino
near Lawrence, call 978-8108.
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ilia Highway Patrol officer
Mark B. Thobe. The incident
occurred on Interstate 10 near the
desert town of Indio, Calif.
Stone’s family denied the allegations, said attorney Gary B. Ross.
The family believes the doctor’s
death was accidental, the result of
disorientation from lack of sleep
and Stone’s failure to take his
hypertension medicine.
"He saw patients for 25 or 30
years, and nothing like this ever
came up," said Ross. "It’s a set-up
by three former employees!’
lie saved pieces of the uncut
ous tissue in small bottles, which
he kept in an office drawer. When a
patient came in to have a non-cancerous mole or other tissue
removed, he would switch healthy
tissue with cancerous tissue and
submit it to a laboratory for diagnosis.
In one case, an employee saw
him remove a skin sample from a
blind patient and throw it in the
trash, Rhoten said.

Woody
I larrelson
I lanover ’83
Actor on
I inuny Award
winning
Cheers.

Bob
Griese
Purdue ’(17
NFI. I 1:111 ot
kinic
nicolhcr.
tirhilis
Ilioads isicr.

David
Ilartman
!)ike ’56
Actor,
television
talk show
host

Lamar
Alexander
Vanderbilt o.2
U.S. Scent
cif Education

SIGMA CHI V
A Trad ition of /Xcellence
For more information
call 294-7967

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
CUSTOMER APPRECIATION SALE
* Dec 7 - Dec 19*

"The insurance paid three or
four times as much for cancer, even
though the patient would have the
same procedure if (the mole)
wasn’t cancer," said Rhoten. His
investigation began less than a
month ago after one employcc
complained.
Stone charged $50 for removing
a non -cancerous mole, but could
bill insurance companies $150 if
the mole proved cancerous,
Rhoten said.

General Books, Gifts, Clothing, Art
and School Supplies Holiday Candy

"Our sympathy goes out to his
family, but we’re also concerned
about the mental, financial and
possibly physical harm done to
patients unnecessarily!’ Rhoten
said.

DEPARTMENT, EXPRESS STORE, MONT BLANC PENS, HARD COVER

"Our recommendation is that
any patient concerned about their
diagnosis should go to another
dermatologist to be rechecked!"

*EXCEPTIONS: TEXTBOOK DEPARTMENT, COMPUTER DEPARTMENT, ELECTRONICS
BEST SELLERS, CLASS RINGS, CATALOGS, AND SCHEDULES
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Kwanzaa harvest celebration
to unite African-Americans
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An informational meeting
regarding Kwanzaa, an African
American holiday, is scheduled to
take place Dec. 13 at 3 p.m. at the
African American Center, at 304
N. Sixth St. in downtown San
Jose, said Kofi Weusi-Puryear, a
Kwanzaa Informational Activity
Committee member.
Celebrated from Dec. 26 to Jan.
1, Kwanzaa is an African harvest
festival of the first crops. The
word comes from the Swahili
phrase "matunda ya Kwanza"
(mah-TOON-dah yah KWAHN-
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We have the ,ANSWERS
121’ Yes, Our director Dr. Jerry Bobrow, nationally
acclaimed author, has written over 20 best selling
hooks on test preparation.
11 Yes, You can repeat the course free of charge.

a Yes, All instructors are experienced, fully
credentialed with advanced degrees.
Yes, We administer programs for 26 California State
Universities, colleges and law schools.
fif Yes, Our Programs are up-to-date.

zah), meaning the first fruits,
according to the Kwanzaa handbook.
For African-Americans, Kwanzaa brings people together to
"reinforce our beliefs in the unity
of Black people...reinforce our
value framework for our children... and enjoy the blessings of
living and acting together for the
family and the community," the
handbook states.
Kwanzaa was created in 1966
by Islaulana Karenga as a result of
the Watts revolts the year before
and to encourage people of
African descent to turn to their
own culture and value system,
Weusi-Puryear said.
Karenga holds doctorates in
political science and social ethics
and is chairman of the President’s
Task Force on Multicultural Education and Campus Diversity at
CSU, Long Beach.
Kwanzaa is celebrated by more
than 20 million people around the
globe, said Imani Kuumba, office
manager at the African American
Center.
The celebration unifies African
people in Santa Clara County at a
time of year that is "joyous and
ceremonious around the world:’
he said.
Kwanzaa is not a religious holiday, Weusi-Puryear said. Most
African-Americans celebrate both
Kwanzaa and Christmas, he said.
On the last day children receive
presents from their parents. The
presents usually deal with positive
African-American subjects such
as children books, Weusi-Puryear
said.
Like the Christmas tree and the
Chanukah’s Menorah candelabra,
Kwanzaa’s main symbol also has
he said.
to do with

Seven candles, lit in a candleholder, represent the Nguzo Saba
(n-Goo-zoh SA H-bah), the seven
principles of Kwanzaa, he said.
Each candle represents a different principle, Weusi-Puryear said.
Like Chanukah, one candle is lit
everyday, until all are lit together,
he said.
The candles represent:
Umoja (oo-MOH-jah), meaning unity, calls celebrants to strive
for and maintain unity in the family, community, nation and race.
(koo-geeKujichagulia
CH A H-goo-lee-ah), or self-determination, is meant to teach defining, naming, creating for and
speaking for one’s self.
(00-GEE-mah),
Ujima
meaning collective work and
responsibility, calls for togetherness in building the African American community and in
solving each other’s problems.
Ujamaa (oo-jah-MAH-ah), or
cooperative economics, calls for
building, maintaining and profiting together from the AfricanAmerican community.
Nia (NEE-ah), meaning purpose, calls for developing and
restoring greatness to the AfricanAmerican community.
Kuumba (koo-00M-bah), or
creativity, calls for beautifying
and benefiting the community.
The central candle is saved for
the last day and represents Imani
(ee-MAH-nee), meaning faith,
which calls for believing in the
African-American people, their
righteousness and their victorious
struggle.
The celebration, which is free
to the public, will take place on
Dec. 26 from 11 a.m. until 5 p.m.
at Overfelt High School in East
San Jose, Kiiiiinba said.

14 Yes, All programs are on campus.
GI Yes, We prepare over 17,000 students each year.
Yes, We’ve been helping students for the past 20
years.

a Yes, Most programs are 3 or 4 Saturdays or Sundays.
12,1 Yes, We have students double evaluate each program.
Yes, All materials are included.
WHAT WOULD YOU EXPECT TO PAY FOR A
PROGRAM THAT GIVES YOU
THE ANSWERS YOU’VE SEEN LOOKING FOR?

Program Director
Dr..lerry Bobrow
Author of National Best Sellers:
Cliffs SAT, GRE, GMAT, CBEST
& NTE Preparation Guides and
Barrons LSAT - Civil Service -

Fes, WE. ARE PRICED I OR Ili E STUDENT.
OUR FEES RANGE FROM $115 TO *175.
WHY? BECAUSE WE’RE Tlil ONI.
STUDENT-ORIENTED UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
1014 II RI III.R INFORM %IRE\

McI )onald’s testing a veggie
burger in the Netherlands
CHICAGO (Al’)
Move
over, Big Mac. Burgers at
McDonald’s restaurants in the
Netherlands are getting even
leaner with the addition of a
vegetarian concoction made of
potatoes, peas, carrots, onion
and spices.
Richard Starmann, a senior
vice president at the company’s
headquarters in suburban Oak
Brook, said the veggie burger
was being tested at five Dutch
McDonald’s restaurants and
would be expanded next month
to all X I rrsiiiiirants in the country.

Starmann said the company
has no plans to expand the test
to domestic restaurants.
McDonald’s experimented
with a meatless burger in its
early years. The Hula Burger
grilled pineapple with cheese on
a bun
was a dismal failure
and was discontinued.
McDonald’s menu variations
are not uncommon in other
countries.
Some outlets in Malaysia
serve fried egg sandwiches.
French McDonald’s offer
wine. And some German outlets
offer beer.
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Garth Brooks ropes in most Billboard Awards
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Country superstar Garth Brooks won
seven trophies Wednesday night
at the 1992 Billboard Music
Awards, including hest pop artist
and country singles artist.
The Irish rock band U2 captured five awards, including best
album rock track for "Mysterious
Ways."
The awards were presented at a
two-hour ceremony. Phil Collins
was host, and Genesis, Arrested
Development, Richard Marx and
Boys II Men performed.
Winners were based on worldwide record sales, radio airplay

and marketplace tallies as compiled by Billboard magazine from
Nov. 30, 1991, to Nov. 28 of this
year.
Michael Jackson was honored
with a special award for best-selling artist of the past decade.
Jackson also captured two 1992
awards, including top worldwide
album for "Dangerous"
Billboard’s first annual Century
Award for distinguished creative
achievement was presented to
George Harrison.
Winners of the 1992 Billboard
Music Awards:
Pop Artist, Garth Brooks.

STEVE MARTIN
JAMIE LEIGHTON

Tom Treutler, teacher for the Amerasian organization, tells a story in Vietnamese to SJSU students, Ngoc Phan, Ha Tra, Huong Trin (left to

Country Artist, Garth Brooks.
Hot 100 Singles Artist, Boyz II
Men.
Hot Country Singles Artist,
Garth Brooks.
Billboard 200 Albums Artist,
Garth Brooks.
Country Albums Artist, Garth
Brooks.
R&B Artist, Jodeci.
R&B Albums Artist, Jodeci.
New Pop Artist, Kriss Kross.
Billboard 200 Albums Group
Artist, Guns N’ Roses.
Hot Adult Contemporary
Artist, Richard Marx.
Boxscore Tour, U2.

DEBRA WINGER

SPARTAN DAILY

right). The SJSU students and the Amerasian
students came together on the last day of class
to say goodbye to each other.

Concepts

comes home.
Arvidson’s experience with
the Job Corps is not unique in
From page 1
detailing the hardships of life.
Emel Stroup, a senior psywhen dealing with students.
chology major, works with
"We need to be more aware of Amerasians through Catholic
the culture background and how Charities.
Through the Catholic Chariit influences students" Arvidson
ties refugee program, children of
said.
Working with single mothers American soldiers who fought in
in Job Corps, Arvidson said she Vietnam come to the United
dealt with women who were sub- States and are taught English as a
missive, passive or deeply influ- Second Language.
Stroup works with five or six
enced by the male figures in their
Amerasians as a mentor in learnlives, usually fathers or brothers.
During her time with the Job ing English.
Stroup said the largest hurdle
Corps, Arvidson said the subject
of rape, abuse and the battered is not the language but "the cultural shock that comes with
women syndrome were covered.
"We taught them why victims adjusting to the system"
"Most of them don’t know
stay in such situations," she said.
Arvidson said most of the what to do if they don’t have a
women did not have some of the job," Stroup said.
Going through a newspaper
common-sense knowledge that
to find a job, calling employment
SJSU students take for granted.
"A lot of them didn’t have agencies, using the telephone,
brain knowledge," Arvidson even dialing 911 are all things
said. "They didn’t know what that have to be taught to the stuoral copulation or anal sex was. dents, Stroup said.
While the cultural struggle is
They thought they could get
difficult, the emotional problems
pregnant through oral sex"
Another problem faced by the carried by Amerasians are somewomen is finding a way out of times overwhelming and the
their living environment. Most most rewarding for Stroup.
Sitting in a classroom of 30
of the women still live with their
students, Stroup said the stuparents, Arvidson said.
At home is where most of the dents are always laughing. But
abuse takes place, Arvidson said. inside, they carry emotional
"Whether it’s child abuse, par- scars and emptiness from not
ent or family abuse, or they’re knowing their biological fathers.
"Most of them smile," Stroup
abused themselves, there is help
said. "But when you’re on a oneout there for them" she said.
"A lot of them don’t have the to-one level, their emotions
money to get out. We tell them come out."
To handle the pain, Stroup
about low-income housing or
low-income child care" Arvid- said she literally has to block out
her emotions. "But it does get to
son said.
While she’s at SJSU, where me," she said.
One such student, who
she’s taking 13 units, Arvidson’s
son goes to school and later requested anonymity, speaks of
makes arrangements to stay at a her mother whom she left in
friend’s house until his mother Vietnam last year.

When she was 17, the young
woman with jet-black hair and
subtle Anglo features was adopted by another Vietnamese family
who immigrated to the United
States. That was a year ago.
Her mother gave up her up for
$1,000. "My family was very
poor," the woman says through
Stroup. In order to be adopted,
the woman had to tell authorities
her mother was dead.
If she had not told the lie, the
woman could not have come to
the United States. "It costs a lot of
money to come here," she said.
"You have to pay the government
officials to hurry up your case"
With tears welling in her eyes,
the woman said she writes her
mother often and misses her.
"Someday, when I can afford
it, I would like to bring my
mother here" she said.
She said she has her American
father’s name but only knows
that he lives in Kentucky. She
said she would like to find him
and meet him, but doesn’t know
how that will be accomplished.
Stroup said the story is the
same for most of the students
taking ESL.
While the woman, 18, has her
biological father’s full name and
state, some of the Amerasians
have no name, or just a first
name with no state whatsoever.
"The vast majority of them
don’t know who the father is,"
Stroup said.
"They may know a name, or
an incomplete name. They’ll try
to go through the Red Cross.
They now it’s difficult," Stroup
said.
The Community Concept
program grew out of a bill introduced by Assemblyman John
Vasconcellos, D-San Jose. That
was 10 years ago when the program was called Si, se pueda
(Yes, one’s able) Aptekar said.
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Sports
Remembering the best and worst of
times in a semester of Spartan athletics
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Two items stand out from the
cluttered attic of memories that
I’ve accumulated over the semester covering Spartan athletics. But
the two couldn’t be more different.
11Probably because it happened most recently, the Spartan
basketball team’s overtime win
over Gonzaga last week really
stands out. The look on forward
Jason Allen’s face after he
rebounded Gonzaga’s last-gasp
three-point miss was one of sheer
joy - a look that has been absent
from Stan Morrison’s team for far
too long.
Sure, that was their second win
in a row, the first time they had
accomplished to win back-to-

back games in two seasons. And
the fact that they totaled their win
total from all of last season in the
span of 3 days is no small accomplishment.
But the look on Allen’s face and
the way the crowd responded to
the come-from-behind win was
truly unforgettable. The win signaled the return of hope to a program that was previously devoid
of any.
MIAlso unforgettable, but for a
different reason, was the scene in
the Spartan Stadium locker room
after SJSU had failed to defeat
New Mexico State. A win would
have sent the Spartans to the Las
Vegas Bowl and a winter-break
week full of glitz and glamour.
But they came out flat and their
season was over.
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College Student
Ski Discount
*Three high-speed (and eight additional) lifts
give uphill capacity of 17,600 skiers per hour.
*Snowmaking on 200 acres, SO% of runs; 2200
vertical feet from top to bottom. 1700 acres of
skiable terrain.

*

Il

*8)0 lift ticket offer is valId any Monday through Friday excluding the following
holiday periods, Dec. 25 -Jan 3; Jan. 17-18, Feb. 14-15
*To receive this ticket discount you must present a current, valid collegel D to
Northstar’s Special Ticketa office
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To call the scene in the locker
room solemn would be a huge
understatement. The players were
devastated, and the fact that they
even spoke to the microphoneclutching masses is testament to
their dignity and class.
But the things they were saying
proved even more revealing. They
spoke not of the defensive lapses
that let the Aggies tear up the
Spartan Stadium turflike so many
Garden Weasels. Nor did they
speak of their now-gone opportunity to trip through the Tropicana
They spoke of the seniors
whose careers had just ended.
They talked about what Anthony
Washington, Ray Bowles, Marty
Lyon and the rest meant to them.
And they said how much it hurt to
let those guys, their friends down.
Their selflessness really struck
me. It’s been said that athletes
don’t really remember the wins
and losses so much as the camraderie and the friendships that
they form. Well, 1 guess it’s also
true of jou rnalists.

State Warriors came to town for a
pre-season match-up with the
Seattle SuperSonics. Chris Mullin
may not have been there, but the
close to 5,000 fans that showed up
didn’t really care. Tim Hardaway,
Billy Owens and Keith "Mister"
Jennings put on a fantastic show
in handily defeating the Sonics
and Shawn Kemp.
Unfortunately, it was one of the
Warriors’ best performances this
season.
ERIK HOVE
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

MOne of the sadder moments
was the release of football assistant coach Donnie Rea. Rea as
defensive coordinator was one of
those coaches that told it like it
was. Rea would tell the sportswriters covering the team what he
really thought and wouldn’t hesitate to tell the truth. If his team
played bad he told us flat out. At
the same time he would praise
them if they played well. Rea was
always up front with us and we
respected him for it. Rea’s most
JIM SILVA
memorable quote was about linepartan Daily Sports Editor
backer Jim Singleton who isn’t a
It didn’t seem that important very talkative guy. Singleton was
at the time, but the SJSU football rarely vocal and yet was a very
team’s 35-31 loss on Halloween good player for the Spartans. "I
night cost the Spartans a share of didn’t talk to him that much. I
the Big West title and a trip to don’t know how he picked things
next week’s Las Vegas Bowl.
up it must have been through
Not only did SJSU lose the osmosis’ We wish him well.
game, it also wasted a recordEThe semester is ending on a
breaking performance by Nathan good note for the Spartan basketDuPree. DuPree broke Sheldon ball team. With wins over StanCanley’s single-game rushing ford and in overtime against Gonrecord after bolting for 286 yards. zaga we will be looking forward to
If SJSU Head Coach Ron Turner coming back and hopefully
had the opportunity to go back in watching a team that will give us
time, he might go back and try to an exciting season. One of the
keep his team from overlooking men we should keep our eyes on
an overmatched UNLV squad.
is guard Les Shepherd. Shepherd
Despite the SJSU basketball made the team after being a star
team’s recent success, the best bas- in intramurals. Shepherd showed
ketball played at the Event Center against Stanford that he can play
this fall came when the Golden
See Spartans, Page 7

NEW SCIENCE GE SECTIONS

For more information call 916-587-0265
Northstar is located on Highway 267 off 1-80, halfway between
Truckee & North Lake Tahoe.
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METEOROLOGY 10: Weather & Climate
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Giants offer to give away tickets for lease concessions
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
The group planning to buy the
San Francisco Giants has offered
to give away tickets to children
and youth groups to soften the
blow of $3.1 million in proposed
Candlestick Park lease concessions.
But one member of the Board
of Supervisors committee scheduled to debate the lease terms
today has called the offer "a
scam:’ saying the city can ill
afford to lose money in the face of
a projected $200 million budget
shortfall.
"We need money. We’re in a
constant budget crisis:’ finance
committee member Terence Hallinan said Tuesday. "What are we
supposed to do, pay policemen
with baseball tickets?"
The three-member committee
is expected to make a recommen-

dation to the full board, which is
expected to vote on the lease on
Monday.
Mayor Frank Jordan agreed to
the concessions as part of his
efforts to entice local investors to
buy the team and block a proposed $115 million sale that
would have moved the team to St.
Petersburg, Fla.
National League team owners
last month nixed the Florida deal
and cleared the way for a $100
million sale to a San Franciscobased group led by Safeway inc.
chairman Peter Magowan. The
sale is awaiting approval by the
league.
Magowan has said his group
needs the concessions in order to
make the venture financially
viable.
Under the deal proposed by
Jordan, the new owners would

lease Candlestick Park for $1 a
year as compared to $725,000 previously and keep $1 million in
annual parking revenues.
"If we hadn’t made this agreement, the Giants would not be
here today:’ Jordan said. "The
investors have honored their cornmitment to the city, and now I

Dori MCGEE

SpartanDatly Stall Writer

This past semester has definiteas a Spartan
ly been one that
Daily sportswriter will be hard
to forget.
II1Who could forget the emergence of Spartan tailback Nathan
DuPree. But what 1 remember
most about DuPree was what he
told me during an interview after
the Spartans victory over Minnesota the game which may
remembered years from now as
the game that started it all for
him. DuPree’s words were simple
and sincere.
"All 1 want is a chance’ said the
soft-spoken DuPree back on that
day in September.
The rest is history.
INShifting from the soft grass
of Spartan Stadium to the hardwood floor of the Event Center I
think of one of the most thrilling
victories in recent Spartan volleyball history.
Playing against Cal and down 2
games to 1 the Spartans came
back to take the last two games
including the pivotal fifth game,

vv(

CHINESE CUISINE & F 0I1) ’0 GO
mandarin & Szachuan Cuisine
’Lunch and Dinner
’Catering also available

294-3303 or 998-9427
Open Daily 11.30- 9.00
131 E Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara, Between 3rd and 4th

Won iensjudo team honored by Japan trip
span an oauy man Kt:port

The SJSU womens’ judo team
earned the honor of representing
their school in the 3rd annual Miki
House judo tournament in Osaka,
Japan.
Five women will make the trip
on January 13.
The all expense paid trip was
made possible by the excellent
record of the participating members in national competiton.

Spartans: Memories of the semester
and can make a contribution to
the team. Another thought on
Spartan basketball, it’s really hard
to tell how good this team is going
to be but right now there doesn’t
seem to be any stars that they base
the team on. These guys may not
be stars but they may make a
team, the key to success in basketball.
IIIThe football plays of the year
in my opinion were made by the
defense in the Nevada-Reno
game. Defensive back Anthony
Washington made a spectacular
fumble return while lineman
Kevin O’Connell intercepted a
pass over the middle and
returned for a touchdown to help
seal the game for the Spartans and
good chance at the Las Vegas
Bowl. It was an up and down season for SJSU and it couldn’t have
been emphasized more when they
lost to New Mexico St. to end
their bowl chances.

want to honor mine."
But the Board of Supervisors’
budget analyst on Monday recommended against the lease
terms and recommended changes
that would require the team to pay
back the disputed revenues once
the team turns a profit.

17-15 for a wild match victory.
The Spartans were down 15-11
and one-point away from defeat
when Jennifer Gross hit a flaming
shot over the center of net that
was not returned to knot the
game at 15. Gross’s kill allowed
Spartan Erin Ginney to shoot
down the Bears with back to back
kills to ice the win.
The intensity and emotion on
that evening was unmatched.
ESpeaking of intensity, leads
me to the Spartans men’s basketball teams dramatic win over
Stanford last week. While the
it
Spartans were impressive
was the crowd, some 1600 plus,
who were astonishing.
The Event Center was filled
with more excitement and jubilation than one usually sees and
feels during some Spartan football games. The small crowd’s
enthusiasm made the game a "big
time" event.
Let’s hope the memories keep
rolling in.

Five women will make the trip
including Sandra Bacher, a member of the U.S Olympic team;
Liliko Ogasawara, an alternate to
the olympics and first in national
competition in the senior division; Cynthia Ho. first in the 114
lbs. division Jennifer Ottiano,
Tammy Hensley, second in the
country in the open division.

COMMUNICATE IN COLOR
COLOR LASER COPIES
’Presentations
’Displays
’Charts & Graphs

*Transparencies
’Sales Flyers
*Copy From Slides

TANNING
HAIR & NAIL SALON

1
8 A" X 11" YlsjiCte2Zbp. r

,

OFF

Reg. Prices
good thru
1 2-3 1 -92
No Appt.
Necessary

’

kinkois

Open
Tue - Fri 10-8
Sat 9-5

111010

LOOKS

COLOR
COPIES

the copy center

330 So. 3rd St.
ACM% from
mcDonald’s

4336
93 E San Carlos St
I Across From McDonald’s

Phone #
99 -LOOKS

252-7821 I
I Saratoga Ave I
Corner of Saratoga &
Lawrence Express Way
52

Expires 1 2-31 -vz

PINK FLOYD
"SHINE ON"

DISCOVER A QUARTER
CENTURY OF BRILLIANCE.

This new 8-CD deluxe
boxed set is a
comprehensive collection
of Pink Floyd’s bestknown worksall ,
newly remastered 4;.4
tfor the ultimate in
s
state-of-the-art
soundand includes
’ the original releases of:

A SAUCERFUL OF SECRETS
MEDDLE
THE DARK SIDE OF T E MOON
SHY
IMA
A MOMENTARY LAPSE OF R
PLUS A BON

The exquin
packaged set is an in-deptft exploration of the
Pink Hovd legend and features a 112.page halal cakwarbcok
with tyris,:rare photos,.iatcrvicort., and an)iistorii; overview of.
chi loana’s’iva4leled
25,year
career. in nagiitiaakTh the’8
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Stabbing
From pore I

YOU’LL LOVE WHAT WE
DO FOR YOU.

consistently throughout the
evening.
About an hour before the stabbing, UPD received nearly 20 calls
reporting that a fight involving up
to 30 people was taking place near
Joe West residence hall.
"Everybody could tell something was about to go down:’ said
sophomore Angelique Foster,
who attended the dance and wit-

nessed the attack.
Lowe said many witnesses had
left the area after the incident,
which complicates the investigation.
"If anyone was there and witnessed anything, we’d appreciate
it if they came forward if we
haven’t already talked to them,"
Lowe said. "Our main concern is
that (the perpetrator) is caught,"
Foster said. "They better find her!’

Four youths
sought in
juvenile hall
break out

Catch the Spartan Daily
in Spring 1993.
Publication resumes
January 27.

"We’re reevaluating all of our
security measures:’ he said.
"We’re in the process of deciding
whether any locks need to be
rekeyed."
"They’re shaken up but in
good shape," he said. "It could
have been a lot worse:’
Guards are not allowed to
carry guns at the facility, which
had two other escapes this year.
Salcido said. Both those escapees
were caught.

How Many Times Has This Happened
to You While Driving?
A driver cuts you WY!
An attractive commuter catches your eye!
A fellow commuter allows you to merge during rush hour Iral lie

and you want to thank them!

OH WHAT A FEELING!
l’he Spartan Daih
ies you
Modeled after a real newspaper advertising
th.it feeling: a feeling of
cIllet the job
department, you can choose to go in to iirt or sales.
inaiket .1 his Sluing the ail \
Lot (il the
v , Our art department uses state-of-the-art Macin;le "ittc, Irish design sofiware, and all sales people
Sp(0/(in /hid). will he liesh and lieu. Advertising 116 is not lost a class, it’s an expert ’Y.) will be trained in Xerox sides technimie,
time that will give you real marketable
47
You can work OH a portIolio and
advertising skills with hands
eam 159 commission on all sales
011 CA VIA I01CC.
The Spartan Daily advertising
11 you’re taking Advertising 121 and 1%
staff is a class like no other. If you’re
want to see %slim the (cid mirk! ill adver- .o.
4
willing to work hard and are self mottvatUsing is like, then the Simi tan Daily is the
170,
-tS
ed, then you’re the kind of student who will
expel tenee Mat is right for you and your
--i Jiro 4 ’ rise above the mass of advertising graduates
I estune In addition Advertising 116 can waive the
this year. Join the Spartan Daily. (924-3270)
micinship reminement tot advertising majors.

y

SPARTAN DATE
Advertising

Authorities were seeking:
Fernando Zamora, 17, of
Los Angeles, booked for investigation of robbery and assault
with a deadly weapon;
Jesse Guadalupe Romero,
16, of Huntington Beach, held for
investigation of assault and battery and brandishing a weapon;
Jon Lee Gilbaugh, 17, of
Aliso Viejo, held for investigation
of auto theft and receiving stolen
property;
Dylan Lee Dunn, 16, of
Garden Grove, booked in a robbery investigation.
"Any kid who comes into this
facility is usually here on felony
charges:’ Salcido said. "In that
light, every kid that leaves here
unauthorized can be a potential
danger to the community"

FREEWAY GREETINGS
A
Thank You
Have a Nit.,
Day

Are You
Single?
1m Single

Back O W
Great Cart

Use Your
Signal
Learn to
Drive

Slow Do wn’
Pull Over

Jerk!
Smile

VAN) tOr one double sided sign (plus shipping and Handling)
Inclose check or money order for 52.00 plus
shipping and handling. Indicate alphabet code
number of signs. Signs are two sided. Allow 2 weeks for delivery

fY

Mail To:
California Crazy Enterprises
Suite #126
47000 Warm Springs Boulevard
Fremont, (7A 94539-7467

Staff

71) lot ttt tott,1 mat loll, 4ti stop by 1)1111 2091 any unit-.

Four
ORANGE, Calif. (AP)
inmates were still at large
Wednesday after they allegedly
beat up two deputy probation
officers, stole some keys and
escaped from Orange County
Juvenile Hall,
The Saturday night incident
prompted a 24-hour lockdown
and a review of security at the
375-inmate facility, said co-director Joe Salcido.

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
The holiday gift you can really use.

Tell your folks a new Macintosh will help
YOU succeed today as well as tomorrow.
It shows you’re thinking ahead.
An Apple’ Macintosh’ computer is the one holiday gift that will help
you work better and faster from one new year to the next. Becauy.
Macintosh is so easy to use. And thousands of software applicatioli ,trc
available to help ,’ou with any course you’ll ever take. There’s even
software that allows you to exchange infornration with computers
running MS-DOS or Windows. In fact, Macintosh is the most compatible
computer
can buy. And the advantages of Macintosh don’t end
when school does the majority of Fortune 1000 companies now use
Macintosh computers: So ask your Apple Campus Reseller to help you
choose which Macintosh to put at the top of your holiday gift list.

Macintosh. It’s more than a present, it’s a future. eamirr---,
For all of your computer needs visit

Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
924-1809

We have PowerBooks in stock!
rekAlertAllraknurk
1991 Apr.* i.ornputer In, Appk the Appir Inpo ind Matintosh
(.,,frofalr.1 .h.fd 011.0.undl trondut tett h, I.Innputer Inielhgenrr 199)
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World Events
SlateAbnanac
U.S. troopsfaced with
fighting disease in
effort to aid Somalia
SAN DIEGO (AP) - Military
officials say disease and its allies filth and bugs - will be the main
enemies faced by U.S. troops in
Somalia, where sanitation and medical care have been abandoned.
"This is one of the worst places to
go:’ said Navy Li Rafael Del Vecchio,
a Persian Gulf War veteran and medical entomology specialist who works
to prevent disease among the troops.
Del Vecchio, stationed at Camp
Pendleton Marine Corps Base, was
busy Tuesday packing mosquito
traps, water purifiers and truckmounted pesticide sprayers to help
guard against disease in Somalia.
"It’s far more challenging than
Desert Storm:’ said Del Vecchio. "In
Desert Storm, at least we didn’t have
a significant mosquito problem over
there. Here, we do?’
Pentagon
spokesman
Pete
Williams said that while disease is
rampant in Somalia,the threat to the
28,000 U.S. troops is diminished
because they are immunized and
receive proper medical care.

SPARTAN DAILY San

0 Fighting kills 700
in third day of
’religious violence’
NEW DELHI, India (AP) - Rioters
wielding hatchets and homemade bombs
rampaged throughout India on Wednesday in a third day of religious violence.
Reports said nearly 700 people died in
Hindu-Muslim fighting, including 200 on
Wednesday alone.
Zealots, acting in the name of religion,
left a trail of brutality and desecration as
they battled over the demolition of an
ancient mosque by Hindu extremists on
Sunday.
Since then, Bombay’s massive slum
district, Dharabi, a patchwork of Hindu
and Muslim colonies, has become a war
zone. Nightly raiding parties attack
neighboring colonies with knives, hatchets, Molotov cocktails and light bulbs
filled with acid.
Army units, with shoot-on-sight
authority, were sent to assist police in
enforcing a curfew in the city of 12 million, India’s largest and the hardest hit by
the religious violence.

British royals will
seperate; no plans
to divorce
LONDON (AP) - She gets the town
house, he keeps the country house, the

kids will shuttle between homes at Christmas. And each one gets a crown.
Confirming years of gossip and tabloid
headlines, Prince Charles and Princess
Diana announced Wednesday they were
separating, but had no plans to divorce.
"This decision has been reached amicably, and they will both continue to participate fully in the upbringing of their
children:’ said the announcement from
Buckingham Palace.
A palace spokesman said Diana will
keep the couple’s apartments at Kensington Palace in London. Charles will retain
the Highgrove estate in Gloucestershire,
and stay with his 92-year-old grandmother, the Queen Mother, at Clarence House
when in London.
Prince William, 10, and Prince Henry,
8, will divide their Christmas holidays
between their parents, the palace indicated.

phins for eating, and the government
allows fishermen to catch 21,000 annually.
But Katsunobu Matsuoka, a Fisheries
Agency official, said his office has advised
fishermen to keep dolphin killings out of
public view because the practice has been
criticized by animal conservation groups
abroad.

ED Killing dolphins
not illegal in Japan,
says fishery agency
TOKYO (AP) - Japanese fishermen
killed 280 dolphins at a small southwestern port but took precautions to ensure
that the event was kept out of public view,
fishery officials said Wednesday.
Fishermen at Futo, 62 miles southwest
of Tokyo, waited until after nightfall on
Dec. 2 to kill dolphins they had forced
ashore, an official of the Futo Fisheries
Cooperatives said.
Japan has no law against killing dol-

0 First state-owned
business receives
hundreds of bids
MOSCOW (AP) - Hundreds of Russians submitted sealed bids Wednesday for
shares in a Moscow candy factory, the first

ANNOUNCEMENTS
AFRICAN CONNECTION
BOOKSTORE
Books, magazines, tapes and
unique get items.
Hours: Tues tau FrL 16 an.
Sat. 10 -6 pm. & Sun. 11-4 an.
463 S. Bascan Ave. San Jose.
4032793342.

CHEAP! FBI / US. SEIZED
89 Mercedes
$200.
86 VW
$50.
87 Mercedes
1100.
65 Mustang,
$25.
Choose hem thousands start $25.
FREE informatian.
24 Hour Honne.801.3792929
Copyrght CA29KJC
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state-owned business to be sold to the
public using "privatization vouchers?’
The government in October began distributing the vouchers to each of Russia’s
149 million people. The vouchers have a
face value of 10,000 rubles (about $24)
each.
The Bolshevik Confectionary Factory
- named for the Communist revolutionaries - is the first business to be sold at
auction exclusively for the vouchers. No
cash or credit is accepted, and no foreigners can apply.
President Boris Yeltsin has called the
vouchers a crucial part of his drive toward
a market economy. He has promised that
Russians will be able to the vouchers to
purchase land, apartments, businesses and
shares of state companies.

Phone: 924-3277 III FAX: 924-3282

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
nukes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor h
there any guarantee knelled. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

lose State University

EARN $1,200.00 PER MONTH
working only 2 hours per day, from
your own home phone. No selling,
just set up appointments.
Commission only. 3950076.
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
Holiday Help Needed!
START AT 63225
No experience necessary. We will
tan!!! Flexible hours set around
schcol schedule. Work P/T during
school, F/T or P/T during spring
semester. Guarantee your summer
job now! Internships, scholarships,
coup prcgrarns available.
Call (408)280.5195.

COMPUTERS for sale, consist of
40MB HD. IBM RAM, 1 FDD, VGA
/mono display. 5 yr labor, 1 yr part
286 ,1499. 386/33 SX-, $549.
386/40 DX >$639. 486/33
$899. For diner configurations call WORLD OF MOTORSPORTS Show
Computer Masters (408) 363- at the Santa Clara Convention
Center, has 10 security positions
1906.
available on January 7, 8, 9, & 10.
BUILD OUR BUSINESS IN YOUR
native land without leaving home.
Call 510-659-1751.
Choose Mexico, Guatemala,
FOR SALE
Panama & Brazil. Will train. Well
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS for
YAIUNI & UWEZO
capitalized. Call 1-800484-9991
motivated students. Complete
African fabric, pnnts, ncerise,
ext 7500 for preview information.
training. Avg. earnings 114k, top
T shirts, dashikis. 15 Stewart Ave. 10% - 528k. PIT spring, F/T
CNA international.
summer. Responsibilities include:
San Jcse. 408/2583220.
6- 10 employees, Mktg., sales,
CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY, Sunny’le,
an educational alternative. BS in SMITH CORONA 700 WORD production. Most pusitions filled by
CS, CIS, Bus., Electronics. Also As, Processor with printer. 1350.00. Dec. Call today, 1-8004009332.
MBA, & prof develop. 734-5017.
Call 2388732 after 4 pm.
HIGH TECH JOBS THE EASY WAY!
CODY, WE MET BIKE RIDING on FISCHER SKIS (180 cm), BOOTS The kb Finder for HO Tech Silicon
Summit Rd. 11/21, white Trek. (9 1/2). Poles (2 sets). Thule Ski Valley lists valuable information on
Please call Jim (408)247.7741.
Rack (carries 6 pair) and boot bag. 700x companies in the Silicon
Valley to help you find jobs that
Call )(tin: 415/369-6147.
suit your skill set. It allows you
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
INEXPENSIVE 8, GOOD STEEL to act smart in your job search.
Office visits, teeth cleaned and
office desks, swivel roller chairs, Available at Spartan Bookstore.
’trays - no charge.
plain sturdy off. chats. 286-3322.
SAVE MONEY and you TEETH
POP SYSTEMS HAS JOB openings
Enroll now! For brochure see
A.S. Office or Call 8006553225. SMITH CORONA Wad Processor.’ in hgrntech computer industry. Calt
PWP 7000LT, like new laptop. Dsy. (408) 944-0301 for interest in a
5,000,000. MEDICAL /HEALTH Whl. Printer 16 In. display. 90,000 full-time account executive or part
Insurance coverage fa students word dictionary. Other features: tine shipping / receiving clerk post.
spet/genr., char. $350. 1/2 price. bon.Excellent opportunity for mar
try Blue Cross of California.
keting majors or any graduating
Rates as kw as $22. per month. CaN 415/3280109.
senor.
Also available are:
Pregnancy plan / Dental plan.
GREEKS 8 CLUBS, RAISE A COOL
GREEK
1133 Saratoga Ave, San Jose
$1,000.00 in just one week) Plus
14081252-7300.
11.000. for the member who calls!
FRATERKITY / SORORRY INS.
And a free headphone radio just for
’Clip this notice
WANTED:
caing 18009320528, ext 65.
We insure more fraternities &
PSYCHOLOGY VOLUNTEERS
sororities than any local Insurance
Read) out 3 hours per week
braes. 0 you have had difficulty INTERNATIONAL FLJGHT SERVICE
as a Cornmuuty Frend, providng
detaining competitive Inability
STUDENT INTERNSHIP, leppesen,
social support to those who
arid property coverages,
a leader in computerized aviation
endure mental illness. We trawl.
call (408)252 7300.
services, has an opening Jan.
408 4360606.
1993 for a part-time assistant
(20 hrsA4). Duties: assist w/ trip
THE LORD JESUS CHRIST paid a
planning,
obtain clearances,
HELP
WANTED
we
because
debt He did not owe
ground handling, invoicing using
owed a debt we could not pay.
must be Jr. or
Candidate
NOMAD.
DAILY
THE
SPARTAN
God so loved the world that He
Sr., have experience w/computers.
is accepting epplcatOns for
gave His only begotten Son
desirable.
Knowledge
of
aviation
DELIVERY
PERSON
that whoever believes in Him
Submit resume to: leppesen Data
Spring 1993 semester.
should not perish but have
Plan,
121
Alegre
Way, Ws Gatos,
HOURS: 7 a.m. - 9 a.m.
eternal life. He who believes
CA 95030. EOE. A/A, M/F/H/V,
DAYS: Monday - Friday.
n Hen wont be disappointed.
PAY: $10.00 per day. Paid by
NOW HIRING
OPEN BIBLE. THE ACTS OF THE check on the 15th of each month.
Full & Part Tine Positions
sinful nature are obvious: sexual DUTIES: Deliver the Spartan Daily
Ttvoughout Silica) Valley
immorality, impurity and debauch- to distbuton locations on campus
To $7.50 per hour
ery, idolatry & witchcraft, hatred, & recycle oid newspapers nto the
(Deeming on experience)
campus recycleg bins.
decont jealousy, fits of rage, self
GRAVEYARD/WEEKEND
California drivers license and
ish ambition, dissensions, factions
AVAILABIUTY A PLUS
DMV antout is required.
Si enw, rhunkeness, orgies, & the
Amy 8 am. - 4 pm.
Apply at the Spartan Daily,
like. I warn you, as I did before,
Monday - Fnday
203,
Bentel
Hall,
Roan
Night
that those who he lee this will not
American Protective Services
now through January 22. 1993.
inherit the kingdom of Gil. But Ire
2041
Mission College Bhii.
924-3283.
a
924-3277
Call
that of the spot is love, joy, peace,
Suite 150, Santa Clara
patience, kindness. faithfulness,
EOE
M/F/H/V
since 1944.
tap,
Teach
gentleness, and self-control. DANCE TEACHERS!
Against such thngs there is ro law. ballet & ran to 3 - 5 yr. olds. Car &
87.00
PER
HOUR
JOBS
start
S. Cha, P.O. Box 160315, Cuperti exp. required. Flex. schedule,
8 has shirts /Part or Fulltime
immediately. Call 996.8955.
no, CA 95016.
DAY, SWING OR GRAVE SHIFTS
Excellent benefits. We train.
TEACHERS/AIDS FULL/PART
AUTOMOTIVE
No experience necessary,
Time. Lore & short term positrons.
WEEKLY PAY
We offer competitive wages.
AUTO INSURANCE
Credit union
Chorcecare Temporary Personnel.
Campus insurance Service
Special pbs to $8.50 per hot,.
408/227.7209. Ask for sharon.
Special Student Programs
Apply: 8 an.-5 pin. Monday- Friday
Serving SJSU he 20 years
Vanguard Security Services
COPY OPERATORS
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
3212 Soon Biel. Santa Clara
"Good Rates for NonGocd Drivers" Energetic, detail minded for aka’
Near
101 at San Tomas & Olcon .
experience
Litigation
position.
SPECIAL CSSCOUSITS
helpful, but not essential.
"Gocd Student’
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
ALASKA
2770706.
FAX:
S.
J.
Market.
N.
2
"Family Multkar
fisheries. Earn 5600. /week in
CALL TODAY
or $4,000./month on
canneries
OPPORTUNITY.
JOB
PART TIME
2965270
San Jose sales office for nation- fishing boats. Free transportation!
FREE QUOTE
board!
Over 8,000 open
Room
&
mature,
NO HASSLE - NO OBLJGATION wide company is seeking
responsible, student to assist with ings. No experience necessary.
Also open Sahrdays 9-2.
Get a head start
Male
or
Female.
administrative, office work. 15 -20
MOPED, SCACHS. RUNS GREAT. hours per week. Macintosh skills on this summer! For employment
1-2065454155
ext.
necessary. Please send resume to program call
1195.00 or best offer.
GPI. 1550 The Alameda, Suite A6041.
294-9717 or 241-7254.
302, San Jose, CA 95126.

EARN 51,500 WEEKLY maikrg our
circulars! Begin now) Free packet!
SEYS, Dept 15, Box 4000,
Cordova, TN. 38018-4000.
SUMMER MGMT. INTERNSHIPS.
Most positions filled by Feb. Gan
valuable experience managing 6.8
employees. customers & suppliers.
Avg. earnings $6- 16,000... Call
University Painting Pros, for
nfo./appl., caN 1-800.525.5877.
THE OPPORTUNITY OF THE 90’S!
Expanding a business in Northern
California. Working independently
full time cc part time with unimited
income potential. Products are
stateof-theart. If interested, please
call 1-8003109240.

MASTER BDRMS, 2 full baths,
6 closets, 2 blocks from SJSU.
Underground parking, laundry
roan, 130Q area, pool table, prig
pong table. Free cable TV.
148 E Williarn St Move in bonus!
Call Cindy at 9470803.
ROOMMATE WANTED: F Share
mom w/ full house privileges, park
Ng. Rent $257./mo. 1/3 PG&E
& tel. 12th & San Salvador. Call:
Cathy or Marcy 9714212 N. msg
THE ROOMMATE SERVICE
Largest selection.
Low Cost Fast results.
3410 Stevens Creek Blur].
Open Mon.-Sat., 11 am. - 7 pm.
241-5510.

DELIVERY DRIVERS 8, CASHIERS NOW RENTING! 2 BDRM./2 BA.
DAY 8, EVENING SHIFTS AVAIL spacious apartments starting at
Goal pay! Most be reliable arid
$700. per month. Security gate.
Off street parking. Call Dan at
hard waking, Apply in person.
Pasta Mia Restaurant
295-5256 or Mine by State House
2565N. Fist St or cal 435.7330. Apts. carer ce 11th and William.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
"Teachers & Substitutes.
"Medical / Dental Benefits.
’Sick & Vacation Pay.
*Employee Childcare Credit.
*Employee Referral Bonus.
Now himg for before and after
school age child care prcgrams
and preschool programs. Minimum
12 units ECE or related course
work (i.e. elementary Ed. or rime
ation). Also lung credential stu
dents or equivalent to work in our
private elementary as instructional
axis. We are offenng FT. PT. split
shrfts and Ilex Mrs fa students.
Call (408)257-7326
for an interview
or further nformation.
$16.00 PER HOUR SALARY
Telemarketng / Carwassng.
Lawn aeration.
Weekends & Evenings
Start Saturday - Pad Monday.
(408) 7324443

HEAD OF THE CLASS!
Downtown living at its best
3 blocks from SJSU.
Modern intenas.Peaceful, garden
senngStorage available.
$655/month. 420 S. 3rd St
2882182.
TIRED OF UVING ON CAMPUS?
Enjoy garden style apartment Irving
with low rents and low deposits.
10 minutes from SJSU campus.
TIMBERWOOD APARTMENTS
578-6800.
SECURED BUILDING
2 bedroom / 1 bath
FREE Basle Cable
Laundry room
Underground periwig
576S. 5th St 295.6893.
1920’S UNIQUE 1 BR. with large
closets, hardwood floors, parking
& yard. Clean, quiet, sober and
financially responsible person.
Single occupancy. $595./mo.
553 S. 6th St. Call 292-7761.

$200.- $500. WEEKLY
Assemble products at home.
Easy? No sellrg. You’re paid direct 780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Fully guaranteed. FREE Information 1 bdrm./1ba. $595. 2 barn/2 be.
-24 hair hotline. 801-3792900. start $745. Available now. Walk a
ride bee to school. Ample parking,
Coop& 8 CA29KDel.
garage available Secured entrance.
Cable TV avail. Laundry facilities.
Remodeled. roomy & very clean.
HOUSING
Cal Manager 2889157 or Iv. msg
PRIVATE ROOM,1/2 blk. from
SJSU. Kitch. prw. Near all trans. NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE ASAP
Norismoker. No parking 1st/last, 2 br. condo, very close to it. rail
Month to month. Dee 9274050.
sec. dep. 1285. mo. 297.7679.

WANTED: F ROOMMATE ASAP.
Dec. or Jan. move. Dec. rent free.
Share room - $250./month.
576 South 5th St., near Reed.
Call Lava a Teny. 295-3420.

NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
We can help! No risk & satisfaction
guaranteed. United offers a’ huge
discount. Write today: ASA,
2455 23rd Ave. S.F. CA 94116.

WILLOW GARDENS APTS.
Minutes from San Jose State.
Spacious 2 bedroom apts. with 2
full baths. Ideal for students and
roommates. Swimming pool,
saunas, weight room and clubhouse. Quality living at a reasonable rate. Ask for student discount
1750 Stokes St (408) 996-0300.

WRMNG & RESEARCH Services.
Term paper S. thesis preparation
and assistance. Al subjects. Quab
fied writers on every topic. Editing,
Rewriting. Resumes. ESL students
welcomed. Work guaranteed.
Emergencies a specialty. Fast,
satisfactory service. Improve your
grades! (Berkeley) 5108415036.

Theses/Prolects/Ternt Papers.
Call Marsha at 266.9448 for full
service word processing* edit for
vocabulary, gi aroma, sentence
structure, punctuation: termat
(APA Turablan. MLA); table/graph
preparation; custom post -.cript
laser printing. (Also edit disks)
Resume/cover letter (Nepal aeon.
Intemadonal Students Welcome!
Willow Glen area. 7:30am8:30prn.

WORD PROCESSING
Oveocrtfelmecltsy repots
to be typed?
RELAX & LEAVE THE TYING TO ME
Graduate
&
urideignid Resumes,
ROOM 4 RENT 1 Nock from SJSU.
TRAVEL
term papers, theses, letters etc.
Vic. house. Rents range from
24 hour turnaround on most work.
$250. - $300. 10% PG&E per
RENT RESORT HOME MAZATLAN
Appontnneet mesa’)
month. $200. dep. Al: 2937926.
CaN Arne:
Mexico. 12/25 - 1/1. 1 bdrm. w/
9724992.
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
krt. & Isegroom. $500. 226.7315.
with aN electric kitchen, dishwasher
AFFORDABLE 8 EXPERIENCED
at conditioning, gated covered
BRECKENRIDGE SKI TRIP
parking and on see lauray.Bright
Jan. 13 - 19 ski Colorado powder. Word Processing! Theses, term
6 rughts / 5 days ai price $589. papers. Nursing & group projects.
and airy. Quiet, nice fa staff. OK
for two. 1 block from campus.
5 nights / 4 days bus price $375 resumes, letters, nianusapts. etc
From $600. / month.
TM ncludes condo with kitchen. Word Perfect 5.1. HP laser Jet Al
formats plus APA. Spelling pun, tie
fireplace, hot tub. and lift tickets
Aspen Vintage Tower.2974705.
atom and grammar assistance All
For more nformation contact
won, guaranteed! Save $SS with
SJSU Ski Club president
HOUSE AVAILABLE- Dec. 1,1992.
Referral Discounts! For wonyhee
Todd Smith at 7789250.
90 So. 12th St. off San Fernando.
dependable. and prompt Senme.
4 bedrooms, 2 bath. Maximum 4
persons. Rent $1,350. /month, BEACH CONDO, South Padre call PAM 247 2681(8 a.m8 p.ni),
Island. Sleeps eight 20 yards from
plus utilities. Owner. 2481440.
beach, pool & jaccuzi. Considered PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Won] Processing. Tem) Papers
hottest beach resort by Current
SERVICES
Theses, Graduate Work APA &
Affairs and 20/20. 27 miles from
Turabian. Desktop Publishng.
STATE FARM SELLS HEALTH INS. Mexico. $1,300.00 per week.
Graph’. Desert & Layout
Operations and hospital rooms
Deposit required. 180.32531469.
Laser Output
cost a lot more than you think. CaN
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
rre today for details on State Fain)
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO 00?
V. I. P. Graphics
Hawaii, Mexico, Europe, U.S.?
hospital surgical risiraoce:
Near Oakridge Mat
Judy Duport: 7364204.
Make your Chnstreas plans now
3639254.
CaN for kw airfares
Mew.
TUITION ASSISTANCE.$29 B. in
SANTA CLARA SECRETARIAL
aid available. Free information
408 997-3647
Service. (4081 984 2268. Near
about winning money for educaSCU. Terrn papers. resunes. etc
tion. Ask about our guarantee.408
WORD PROCESSING
2685232 a 800 -743.6762.
WHEN THE BEST
IS ALL YOU NEED.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
CASH FOR COLLEGE!!
Papers
English
/
the
$2 ,pg. and up.
Science
and
papers
&
financial
and
Sclelarships
Laser printer - Macintosh
available regardless of saes cc ses our specialty. Laser pnnung.
PROBLEMS
A SPECIALTY
check
and
storage
ENGLISH
parents tricomel ’Over 303.000 Free spell
Spell and Grannie( Check.
scholarships totaling $29 billion! APA. Turabian and other formats.
Open
every
dart
until
8 rm.
graphics
*Average of 100 sauces of schoi Resumes, editing,
aoe 254 4.6Fi.
mhos, fin. aid & grants In each and other services available.
40 page report) ’Tall for free info. Masterson’s Word Processing.
CALL UNDA TODAY!
180094400er eel. 7620.
Call Paul or Vrgnia 40142510149
11.1 e.
Icnesteurnal
FOr
won] processrg, Theses, tem,
I HATE TO TYPE!
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC!!
papers,
pr
yet.ls. etc.
If
this
got
your
attention,
Unwanted hair removed fcrever.
All format, rx.luorig APA.
give worsen a break.
Specialist Confidential.
QUO,
return
Let me do it for you!
Disposable or your own probe.
Trariscnpti xi aril Fax services
Free pock up and delivery.
335S. Baywcod As. San Jose, Ca
Call 247-7486.
$2.00 Per Page / 5500 minimum available. Alrnaidr’iu.Br1ilnarni area.
Phone 2014504
Call Julie: 998-8354.

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERT1SING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between WI )fu 15

DOOLJODOODOCEJDOEICIOODI
EIDECEIDEIEDODOODECOOD-11-100[111110171-11JE
MODOCCOODOCIElOOMODCIODEILJOLJUDFILl
CIEDOCJEIMOCIDODOODOCIODEIDOCCODEOF1
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Three
Two
One
Days
Days
Day
Ss
‘.9
3 limes
$7
4 limps
56
510
58
film.,
57
Sll
59
6 linos
$12
$10
SO
Ici fcs earl, &alma iallire

Four
Days
Si’

$12
$13
$14

Atter the Aldo day, rate increases by $1 per day.
First lire 125 spares) inn bold free of (Ivey
Up to 5 additional woltis available in told for $1eacti

SEMESTER RATES
,3 9 lines: $70. 10-14 lines: $90.
’ 15-19 lines: $110.

Please check ./
your classification:

F ircr
Days
I 13
:14
’AS
>16
Send

check or money order to

Spartan Daily Classifieds

San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA., 95192-0149
IN Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall Room 209.
Deadline: Two days before publication All ads are prepaid
Consecutive publications dates only No refunds on cancelled ads
QUESTIONS/ CALL (408) 924-3277

Ass IOU Kerner a
- An flanotive
Ike/taro
fur Sale
- (ieek
- Help Wanted
- tiousou
- I no arid Fouril
- ;WM
11.3,04
- tutoring
Wad Procesve.)
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Giving: Program needs volunteers
rrom page 1
that 250, there are 100 cards still
left to be picked off the trees.
The SJSU program started
when Collebine contacted the
chairman of the marketing and
quantitative studies department
to see if he would be willing to
sponsor a tree.
That was three years ago, Elardo said. Now the program has
branched off to other departments across campus, including
the University Club (the staff and
faculty cafeteria).
The reception on campus is

good, but she would like to see
more of a response, Elardo said.
"I feel more delighted when the
gifts all start coming in," Elardo
said.
If people can’t give a gift, Elar
do said there are other ways to
help with the program.
The Family Giving Tree still
needs truck drivers, sorters, distributors and secretaries to send
out acknowledgments in January,
Elardo said.
The presents will be picked up
on Dec. 16 and distributed start
ing Dec. 22, Kennedy said.

At SJSU, trees are located in
room 100 of Hugh Gillis Hall,
rooms 750 and 250 111 the Business Tower, the theatre arts
depar unent and Washington
Square Hall.
For more information, call
(415) 326-1247 or (408) 924-3502.

Advertise in the
Spartan Daily.
It’s a great investment.

WHO SAYS A NAME BRAND HAS TO BE EXPENSIVE
ame Brands.. .Below Clone Prices!

444

1 -YEAR*
ON -SITE
WARRANTY!

EPSON.

Loaded ), ah (a I al I calm e%.

Equity 386SX- 161-11us

2MB RAM cap lo 14MB IOMB IDE HOD
12" Mono VGA Monitor

1 44MB 3 5"

101 key keyboard

MARVIN FONG

499
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Hundereds attended the city council meeting on Tuesday to discuss the San Carlos closure.

San Carlos: One step nearer closure

1:7 7’eL
,Atiumorri

SJSU Alumni h esident Gayle
K ludt spoke on behalf of university alumni in l’avor of the San Carlos Street closure.
"The university should be a
haven and we don’t l ive that at
San Jose State:’ Kludi said. "We
can have a win -win situation with
the closure because the university

will be brought together and the
classrooms on San Carlos will not
be bothered by traffic noise
Mike Andrade, Associated Students director of sponsored programs, was pleased with the council’s decis:on to continue with the
report.
He hopes the street will close
so international food bazaars and

reFss

e FREE ifinnerc.hib ileinhmhiI
\ *FREE Serial Mame w/ Id!
(

I ow imp: I

I Year On Site Warranty

similar activities that were organized during the trial closure can
be revived.
"The closure gives San Carlos
Street a lot of potential for activities that will show off this university, because San Jose State is
something to be proud of,"
Andrade said. "It also makes the
school more of a close unit."

III,- .1411k
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COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES

(408) 247-4444
"
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Jot
Students on the graduation trail
should take care not to fail,
and put their career up for sale
by winding up in jail.
Responsible Choices = Smart Choices
If you choose to drink, don’t drive.
Prevention Education Program
ADM 222A 924-5945

Spavtah
the ohly hewsporicIA
yot,i cah affovcil

Turn Your Books Into ULM
at the Spartan Bookstore.
Sell your books at the Spartan Bookstore
Customer Service Window in the
lower level of the Student Union,
Dec. 7 - 19 (during regular
store hours)
You can also sell your books
at our tent location, between
Sweeney & MacQuarrie,
Dec. 14 - 18
(9am - 4pm)

BOOK

ENTER OUR
DAILY DRAWINGSWin one of two $50
Gift Certificates
given away daily.
BOOK

We will also be giving away
campus trial packs to every
customer at Bookstore location.
(while supplies last)
Spar t an
Books ore

